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ABSTRACT: Study this aim for get Proof empirical is Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax have an effect to Policy Dividend with Profitability as intervening variables in the company Trades listed on the IDX for the period 2014 to 2019. Research this using 16 companies Trades listed on the IDX from 2014 to 2019 with use purposive sampling method. Research data this analyzed with Analysis of Moment Structure (AMOS) method. Research results show that variable Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax together take effect to Policy Dividends. Variable Policy Debt, Liquidity and Profitability take effect to Policy Dividends. Variable Policy Debt and Liquidity take effect to Profitability. Study this also finds that variable Profitability could mediate influence Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax on Policy Dividends.
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INTRODUCTION
Indonesia including as a developing country located in the ASIA region with growth great economy common in the capital market sector. Until September 21, 2020, IDX has write down as many as 55 companies recorded new to BEI. Amount company grow and experience increase recorded by 59% of in 2019 (investasi.kontan.co.id). Growth issuers listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) are supported with the more big interest Public for save stock. All investors experience growth by 13% or becomes as many as 2.81 Million Capital Market Investors at the end 2019” (mediainvestasi.kontan.co.id). Ascension total listed company and increase number of investors per year no in accordance with total issuer who shared dividend his company. Phenomenon payment moderate dividend taking place in Indonesia has confirmed decrease based on acquisition information from the years before and some total issuer showing distribution dividend not enough from half or 50% of companies listed on the IDX. Company can use issue dividend for do significant growth and Performance Company to party outside or potential investors. In other words, the issue dividend can available news and data about the ability (skills and performance) of such a company good. In one the investor side, the company that shares dividend by consistent and relative big to be signal positive (Good News). And vice versa companies that don't consistent share dividend or occur drop dividend rated as news bad (Bad News). That is, without good prospects, the end only end with price negative stock.

Policy dividend determined with a number of factor that is regulation law, liquidity, need payment return debt company, limitations because contract loan (restriction in debt contract), rate expansion property (rate of asset expansion), rate profit, Tax Company. The factors that have used in study before the still experience inconsistency results as policy debt, liquidity, corporate tax and profitability intervening variables. Policy proxied debt with Debt to Equity Ratio that is a measurement that compares total debt with total equity. The more tall Debt to Equity Ratio show the more big total debt to total equity, will also show the more big dependency company to party outside so that level risk company the more big. Research conducted by (William et. al., 2019) and (Ginting, 2018) give conclusion that policy debt no take effect to policy dividends. However no in line with research conducted by (Prasetyo & Sampurno, 2013) and (Mahesti et. al., 2013) which concludes that policy debt take effect to policy dividends. Variable liquidity be measured with current ratio that is compare assets fluent with debt smoothly. Sartono say that, influence liquidity unidirectional with policy dividend where the more big liquidity in a company so the more great ability company in pay dividends
(Hasana et al., 2017) Research (Cahyani & Badjra, 2017) state liquidity no take effect to policy dividends. Different with (Ano et al., 2014) which states liquidity take effect to policy dividends. Corporate Tax or Tax Company is one variable that can be give bad influence or negative to payment Dividend Company. In fact, the tax that must be paid company could reduce Income Company as big it and also cause drop part Income Company in distribution dividend to holder stock. Gayatri (2015) and Erviliana (2014) stated that Corporate Tax Ratio no take effect significant to Policy Dividends. However Rechman & Takumi (2012) and Hardiningsih (2013) stated that Corporate Tax Ratio take effect significant to Policy Dividends. Profitability in study this use Return on Equity that is compare profit clean after tax with total equity. Profitability as indicator Performance Company and company skills so that they can produce profit based on metric certain at the level sales, assets, or capital in period certain (William et. al., 2019). (Officers & Wiksuana, 2018) and (Monika & Sudijanti, 2018) conclude that Return on Equity take effect significant to Policy Dividends. I Lord Bagus (2018) and Nadia (2015) stated that return on Equity no take effect to policy dividends.

Study this use object study company in the field trading quote news from cnbcindonesia.com that PT Matahari Department Store in rating third issuer who shared dividend with high total dividends. Whereas look conditions that occur moment this many PT Matahari store Closed department stores. This thing Becomes a sign ask why management of PT Matahari Department Store no more many withhold the profit for operational so that no many PT Matahari store Closed department stores. On the other hand PT Map Active superpower Tbk (MAPA) no share dividend for year 2018 book. Company decide acquisition profit or profit earned company during 2018 will playing more formerly for prioritized on development effort.

Contribution study is for develop influencing factors company trading in set policy dividend as well as give outlook to investors who will embed capital in the company trading with condition moment this where medium online business growing in Indonesia.

Purpose study is for study influence Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax to Policy Dividend with profitability as intervention variable.

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

Theory Policy Dividend
Policy dividend is decision, method, or set way company in determine how many part from profit clean shared as dividend to holder stock and how much part from profit net reinvested as profit detained. Policy dividend important because two reason that is payment dividend will influence price stock and retained earnings is source the largest and most important addition to the company's capital for growth company. Influencing factors policy dividend that is characteristics company (size, profitability, opportunity growth and maturity); market characteristics (tax, protection investor law, privatization or public); as well as shape replacement payment dividends.

Irrelevance Theory
Something theory that states that policy dividend no have influence to Mark company and costs the capital. Company value only depending on the expected profit from assets no from separation profit Becomes dividend and profit detained. Theory this consider that policy dividend no bring impact anything for Mark Company. So, upgrade or drop dividend by company no will influence Mark Company.

The Bird in Hand Theory
Theory this state that own capital cost company will go up if percentage profit paid to holder share in cash form or DPR (Dividend Payout Ratio) is low, because investors are more like accept dividend than capital gains (Capital Gains). Investors view profit dividend (dividend yield) more certain than capital gains (capital gains yield).

Tax Preference Theory
Theory this state that the holders share more choose payment low dividend because factor burden high taxes. Because dividend considered as shape income personal so that worn cost more tax tall compared with capital gains. If capital gain worn tax with rate lower than tax on dividends, then shares that own growth tall becomes more interesting. But otherwise if capital gain charged same tax with income on dividends, then profit capital gain Becomes reduced (Know Gregory Paulus, 2018).
Pecking Order Theory
The theory that describes a level in corporate fund search showing that company more choose use *internal financing* in finance invest and implement it as opportunity growth. Order funding according to theory this that is profit retained, debt, bonds and stocks new.

**Signaling Theory (Theory signal)**
According to (Bringham & Houston, 2009) states that signaling Theory is something action taken Management Company that delivers instruction for investors about how management evaluate prospect company that. Theory this disclose that investors can differentiate among companies that have Mark tall with companies that have Mark low.

**Clientele Effect Theory**
Inside theory this there is two holder group share that is first group is group with holder shares like dividend Case this means holder share more like if company give high level of dividend payout ratio, the second group more like with receive capital gain thing this means holders share more like if company withhold part from profit clean.

**Connection Policy Debt with Profitability**
Policy Debt or Leverage is size Skill Company to pay whole obligation, meaning meant through percentage of capital used for pay debt. Financial leverage can give enhancement issuer is very important for give contribution great for issuer, and on the other hand can causing rise risk issuer in capital ownership becomes bankrupt height *leverage* show that company no *solvable*, meaning total the debt exceed of its total equity. High Debt to *Equity Ratio* *Nilai* take effect to acquisition *Return on Equity* that is causing acquisition Mark *Return on Equity* becomes low because should pay costs incurred consequence debt that. This thing in line with research conducted by (Gunde et al., 2017) that debt or leverage policies have influence to profitability.

**Connection Liquidity with Profitability**
Liquidity something company show company skills for pay off obligation period short and fund his efforts. This thing show that company invest amount big money on the side asset liquid. Put excess funds on assets will result in two different side.One of them is company more liquid, and others is that necessary source of funds used for invest income actually reserved for scope asset fluent so that manager company lost opportunity for get profit additional. According to Van Horne, and Wachowicz Liquidity Company compare backwards with profitability. The more liquid something company, more small ability to get profit. This thing in line with research conducted by (DM Dewi, 2016) and (Cahyani & Badjra, 2017) that liquidity take effect to profitability.

**Connection Corporate Tax with Profitability**
Corporate Tax variable explains ability obligation taxation company Indonesian taxation is imposed rate tax progressive on income clean. The more tall payment corporate tax rate, then the more tall income company that. If the company’s corporate tax high, then profit earned company is also high, so dividends distributed from part profit it is also high. This thing in line with research conducted by (Kusuma Pramana Robi, 2016) that *Corporate Tax* take effect to profitability.

**Connection Profitability with Policy Dividend**
Profitability is a company skill accept income through activity. Ratio profitability show how much effective and efficient by whole company managed. *Return on Equity (ROE)* can be represent *stockholder refunds*. Dividend including part from profit net received company, so dividend shared when company got profit. Dividend only could draw from profit net received. This thing influence total dividends paid moment pay dividends. The company produces inclined profit pay part big the profit as a dividend unit. Because more increase income earned, then the more high ability company for give dividend to stockholders. This thing in line with research conducted by (William et al., 2019) that profitability take effect significant to policy dividends.

**Connection Policy Debt with Policy Dividend**
According to Mustafa (2017: 142) if company with quick pay paid off debt owned, possibly dividend will low or income possible fixed and vice versa, if company no quick pay off debt, company could pay significant dividend from the profits it receives. Dividend can paid by company to *stockholders* with enough big if The benefits are also great. The more DER height shows total increasing debt tall so that will influence ability company share dividends, but high debt no obstruct company for Keep going share dividend to investors, remembering company should too notice interest capital owner. Obligation company for pay dividend no could
depending on the size small debt company even increase debt could Upgrade ability company pay dividend During use debt should always accompanied by with enhancement profit company. This thing in line with research conducted by (Sari & Sudjarni, 2015) that policy debt take effect significant to policy dividends.

**Connection Liquidity with Policy Dividend**

Liquidity tall company show ability company in fulfil obligation period in short including pay dividends. This thing occur because company own asset fluent for share dividend to the holders stock. Capable company fulfil obligation period in short or in other words have level high liquidity signify that company in state good. Getting stronger position Liquidity Company more big dividends paid. This thing in line with research conducted by (William et al., 2019) that liquidity take effect positive and significant to policy dividends.

**Connection Corporate Tax with Policy Dividend**

Companies that have trend increase obligation tax, preference for payment dividends will also increase. However according to (Demirgûneş, 2015), he state Corporate Tax there is influence bad to dividend payout ratio. This explained in accordance fact tax paid reduce total income company that can result in depreciation proportion income clean company to investors. So rise tax paid precisely the more small profitability that will obtained. So that will affect the amount dividend can provided by the company. This thing in line with research conducted by (Demirgûneş, 2015) that liquidity take effect positive and significant to policy dividends.

**Development Hypothesis**

Based on review the literature review and results study before, then formulated hypothesis is as following:

H₁: Policy debt, liquidity and corporate tax effect to profitability.

H₂: Policy debt take effect positive to profitability.

H₃: Liquidity take effect positive to profitability.

H₄: Corporate Tax has an effect positive to profitability.

H₅: Policy debt, liquidity and corporate tax effect to policy dividends.

H₆: Profitability take effect positive to policy dividends.

H₇: Policy debt no take effect to policy dividends.

H₈: Liquidity take effect negative to policy dividends.

H₉: Corporate Tax has an effect negative to policy dividends.

H₁₀: Profitability could mediate influence policy debt, liquidity and corporate tax to policy dividends.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

**Research Design**

Study this use method study quantitative. Study this is study causality that is is type study with characteristics problem in the form of connection cause and effect among two variable or more. Data collection with look report finance companies on the Indonesia Stock Exchange website. Shape data quantitative with data source is secondary. Population study is all trading companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2014-2019, namely totaling 50 companies. Retrieval technique sample use method Purposive Sampling. Sample study are 18 companies. Analysis used is Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with using the AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structure) program.

**Definition Operational Variable**

Variable dependent in study this is Policy Dividends. Policy dividend projected with Dividend Payout Ratio with scale dummy measurement, where sharing company dividends above 40% are given value 1 and the company that shares dividends below 40 % are given value 0.

Variable Independent first that is policy debt. Policy debt projected with Debt to Equity Ratio compare total debt with owned capital company. Variable Independent second that is liquidity. Liquidity projected with Current Ratio compare total assets fluent with debt fluent company. Variable third that is Corporate Taxes. Measurement Corporate Tax with compare Tax Company with profit before tax.
Intervening variable in study this is projected profitability with Return on Equity (ROE). Measurement Return on Equity with compare profit clean after tax with total equity company.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Research Results

Descriptive Statistics

Following this is results statistics from variable independent, that is policy debt (Debt to Equity Ratio), Liquidity (Current Ratio) and Corporate Tax. Intervening variables, namely profitability (Return on Equity) and variables dependent, that is policy dividend (Dividend Payout Ratio).

Table 1. Descriptive Test Results Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEBT</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>18.19</td>
<td>1.5914</td>
<td>2.00224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQUIDITY</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>1.9371</td>
<td>1.40562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORP_TAX</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.2299</td>
<td>0.08930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVIDEND</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.4167</td>
<td>0.49559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFIT</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>0.2664</td>
<td>0.82487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed Data

Variable Policy Debt own a minimum value of 0.22, namely PT Ace Hardware Indonesia, which means that from whole the company researched by PT Ace Hardware Indonesia has composition debt Lowest compared with the capital. Maximum value of 18.19, namely PT Matahari Department Store means that composition debt owned by PT Matahari Department Stores more big compared to their capital. The average value is 1.5914 with standard deviation 2.00224. Variable liquidity own a minimum value of 0.72, namely PT Midi Utama Indonesia which means that from whole The company researche by PT Midi Utama Indonesia has ability assets the lowest smooth for cover obligation smoothly. Maximum value of 8.08, namely PT Ace Hardware Indonesia which means that PT Ace Hardware Indonesia has ability assets best smooth for cover obligation smoothly. The average value is 1.9371 and the standard deviation 1.40662.

Variable Corporate Tax own the minimum value of 0.03 is PT Colorpark Indonesia which means that from whole the company researched by PT Colorpark Indonesia has percentage Lowest Tax Company. Maximum value of 0.79, namely PT Mitra Pinasthika Mustika it means that from whole the company under study PT Mitra Pinasthika Mustika own biggest percentage tax company. Average value 0.2299 and standard deviation 0.08930. Variable policy dividend show a minimum value of 0 and a value of maximum 1. The average value is 0.4167 or 42% which means that company sector share trading dividend above 40% as many as 42% or 40 companies and those who distribute dividend below 40% as much as 58% or 56 companies from total a sample of 96 companies. Whereas standard deviation 0.49559. Intervening variable profitability own a minimum value of 0.02, namely PT Sumber Alfaria Trijaya it means that from whole the company researched by PT Sumber Alfaria Trijaya own level lowest return from business on all existing capital. Maximum value of 7.99, namely PT Matahari Department Store means from whole the company researched by PT Matahari Department Stores have level highest return from business on all existing capital. Average value 0.2664 and standard deviation of 0.82487.

Normality Test

Test normality done for knowing level the normality of the data that has been researched. Normality test inspect the value of skewness in the data used only if skewness value is in the range between ± 2.58 or between -2.58 < skewness < + 2.58 then the data is said to be normal. Normality test results could see in table 2 below:
Table 2. Normality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>skew</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>kurtosis</th>
<th>cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORP_TAX</td>
<td>.172</td>
<td>.687</td>
<td>8,214</td>
<td>16,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEB_HUTANG</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>.693</td>
<td>-.209</td>
<td>-.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQUIDITY</td>
<td>2,335</td>
<td>10,539</td>
<td>7,156</td>
<td>14,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFIT</td>
<td>1,755</td>
<td>7,018</td>
<td>7,046</td>
<td>14,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVIDEND</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>1,352</td>
<td>-1,886</td>
<td>-3,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22,487</td>
<td>11,167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed Data, 2021

From table here are 2 results from normality test this showing skewness value between -2.58 < skewness < +2.58. From this could said data on research this already covers condition data normality is met, or could concluded that the data already normally distributed.

Regression Model Feasibility Test (Goodness of Fit Test)
Regression model feasibility test measure observed input validity or what is the input suitable with prediction of the proposed actual model (no there is data error).

Table 3. Goodness of Fit Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum was achieved Chi-square = .000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>= 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed Data

Based on table 4 results goodness of fit test this showing number Chi-square 0.000. Researcher could conclude that this model in accordance or regression model suitable for analysis more carry on because no there is significant difference between both. Classification predictive and observed classification there is.

Test Hypothesis
Test hypothesis done well by simultaneous nor by partial. Calculation result contained in table 4 below this.

Table 4. Path Analysis Regression Weights, Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEB_HUTANG → PROFIT</td>
<td>.427</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>3.249</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>H2 Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQUIDITY → PROFIT</td>
<td>.220</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>2.747</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>H3 Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORP_TAX → PROFIT</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.165</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>H4 Not Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFIT → DIVIDEND</td>
<td>.239</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>3.950</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>H6 Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEB_HUTANG → DIVIDEND</td>
<td>-.291</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>-3.557</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>H7 Not Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQUIDITY → DIVIDEND</td>
<td>-.089</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>-1.821</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>H8 Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORP_TAX → DIVIDEND</td>
<td>-.133</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>-1.362</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>H9 Not Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Squared Multiple Correlation
Profit: 0.103
Dividend: 0.215

Minimum was achieved Chi-square = .000

Source: Processed Data
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**RESEARCH RESULTS**

**Intervening Test**

Test results *Path Analysis* on research show that results calculation intervening variable is shown in Table 5 as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>KEB_HUTANG</th>
<th>LIQUIDITY</th>
<th>CORP_TAX</th>
<th>PROFIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Effects</td>
<td>Indirect Effects</td>
<td>Direct Effects</td>
<td>Indirect Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFIT</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVIDEND</td>
<td>-0.514</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Processed Data*

Based on results the table 5 show that influence no direct more tall from influence straight to the relationship Among policy debt, liquidity and *corporate tax* on policy dividends, so that variable profitability working as intervention variable.

**DISCUSSION**

**Influence Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax to Profitability by Simultaneous**

Policy Debt, Liquidity and *Corporate Tax* is a proper and appropriate regression model because all results from variable independent they have influence by simultaneous to profitability. The more tall policy debt company, liquidity and tax company, more many profit that will shared company to holder share in shape dividends and more many backup as profit detained, which will Upgrade profitability company and strengthen the company's capital for invest or support operation company in the future. This thing in accordance with theory *signaling* where Policy Debt, Liquidity and *Corporate Tax* could become signal for investors to see condition company so that capable reduce asymmetry Among investors with management.

**Influence Policy Debt to Profitability**

Policy Debt take effect positive to Profitability. Enhancement *Debt to Equity Ratio* will Upgrade *Return on Equity* which means company sector trading capable manage debt with good because contain something risk in shape financing relative interest height that makes company sector trading should can optimizing *benefit cost* her. This thing could interpreted that proportion between debt and company capital managed by effective in fund needs company. Increased debt to the company sector trading accompanied by with Ability Company for Upgrade profit.
Study this in accordance with theory signal where could give signal that company sector trading capable manage by effective debt owned company for follow as well as produce profit company. However no in accordance with Pecking Order Theory which mentions the more tall profitability company so level the debt will the more low because inside Pecking Order Theory order priority for activity funding company is more prioritize internal funding sources, especially formerly before using external funds that is debt.

Study this in line with (Gunde et al., 2017) that policy debt take effect to profitability. However results study this no in line with research (Hasanah and Risky, 2020) which suggests that policy debt no take effect to profitability.

Influence Liquidity to Profitability

Liquidity take effect positive to Profitability. Enhancement Current Ratio will Upgrade Return on Equity which means company sector trading capable manage asset fluent with efficient and expected company could Keep going guard as well as Upgrade efficiency in utilization asset smoothly owned for Upgrade profitability company. Research results in accordance with theory signal that gives signal positive to investors that company sector trading capable manage asset fluent with efficient and expected company could keep going guard as well as Upgrade efficiency in utilization asset smoothly owned for Upgrade Profitability Company.

Study this in line with (Alicia, 2017) that liquidity take effect to profitability. However results study leave behind with results research conducted by (Melinda, 2017) which suggests that liquidity no take effect to profitability.

Influence Corporate Tax to Profitability

Corporate Tax no take effect to Profitability. Every enhancement Corporate Tax so not yet of course causing Return on Equity will follow as well as up or down. Company deposit tax to country as shape obey will obligation taxation. Besides that reason Corporate Tax no take effect to profitability company if seen from report finance company trading because management by periodic do evaluation on asset tax deferred and debt tax in period that. If profit fiscal no adequate for compensate part or all benefit asset tax deferred so will recognized in profit fiscal in the future come. This thing done as shape of planning strategy future tax company. Not maximal yet expansion of the existing tax base in Indonesia is also the cause of Corporate Tax is not take effect to profitability.

Research results this in line with research (Kusuma, 2018) that Corporate Tax does not take effect to profitability company. However study this leave behind with results research (Rehman and Takumi, 2012) which states that Corporate Tax has an effect to profitability.

Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax take effect to Policy Dividend by Simultaneous.

Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax take effect to Policy Dividend by Simultaneous. Regression model this is fit or worthy and right where results from all variable independent they have influence simultaneous to variable dependent that is policy dividends. The stronger variable Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax owned company so will the more influence policy dividends given. This thing prove that variable Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax could become pusher for company for share dividend because investors will invest if company the diligent share dividend as reciprocal form on investor funds invested to company.

Influence Profitability to Policy Dividend

Profitability take effect positive to policy dividends. Research results this in accordance with Signaling Theory and Bird in Hand Theory. Profitability rated Becomes a signal for investors to evaluate that company own good performance and will share dividend because company produce profit. Ability Company in get profitability could influence level payment dividends. With high profitability make company could share dividend to holder share because payment dividend only done if company get profit. Profits earned by the company is signal positive for investors to get expected dividends.

Theory second that is Bird in Hand theory (theory bird in hand) which says that investors will satisfied with return certain in shape dividend than no return certain such as capital gains. Connection Among profit and dividend is linear or correlated, because dividends paid on profit generated by the company could considered in management investment.

Study this in line with research conducted by Bawamenewi and Afriyeni (2019) that profitability take effect to policy dividends. However results study this no in line with research conducted by Siti Maulidah (2018) that profitability no take effect to policy dividends.
Influence Policy Debt to Policy Dividend

Policy debt take effect negative to policy dividends. For maintain capital, management more choose borrow for develop business company. Companies with level high debt so own increasing obligations big. This thing can impact on the distribution dividend. Becomes smaller because profit earned company used for cover obligations owned company that delivers influence reduce income clean company, so will the more low ability company in pay dividends. Companies that have level big debt will more prioritize payment for pay off obligation to creditors in order to prevent bankruptcy because no can fulfill obligations, on the other hand if company own level low debt so company will more prioritize holder share with distribution dividends.

Research results this in line with results research conducted by Marvita (2016) that policy debt take effect negative to policy dividends. However results study this no in line with Melinda's research (2017) that policy debt no take effect to policy dividends.

Influence Liquidity to Policy Dividend

Liquidity take effect negative to policy dividends. Ratio liquidity influence Decision Company for pay dividend to holder shares in the sector trade. Position Liquidity Company is factor important in take into account distribution dividends. Holder share could evaluate Ability Company to produce profit in shape dividend on ratio smooth, because capable company liquidity own opportunity bigger for pay dividends and availability of funds. Research results show take effect negative that can be interpreted when company share dividend to holder share so ability liquidity company decreased.

Research results this in line with results research conducted by Teng Sauh Hwee (2019) and Nadia Ayu (2015) that liquidity take effect negative significant to policy dividends. However results study this no in line with research by Ida Ayu (2018) and Marvita (2016) that liquidity take effect positive significant to policy dividends.

Influence Corporate Tax to Policy Dividend

Corporate Tax no take effect to policy dividends. Corporate Tax no take effect to policy dividends on the company sector trade. Tax Company no Becomes factor important in determine quantity dividends that will shared. Tax Company is obligation to fulfilled company to the appropriate country with applicable law. With so, no there is connection among total tax paid company to countries with dividends paid to stockholders. Besides that, see from reports finance company policy dividend already set that company will share dividend to the holders share at least one time in a year as shape not quite enough answer to the holders share with give right in the form of dividend on shares that have been placed.

Research results this in line with results research conducted by Erviliana (2014) and Pancawati (2013) that Corporate Tax no take effect to policy dividends. However results study this no in line with research by Gayatri (2015) and Rehman and Takumi (2012) that Corporate Tax take effect to policy dividends.

Profitability could mediate influence Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax To Policy Dividend

Profitability in study this working as intervening variables that can be mediate variable independent Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax with variable dependent that is Policy Dividends. Ability Company for reach profitability could influence big dividends paid. Dividend paid only when company get profit, so could share to holder stock. Increase debt companies in the sector trading upgrade Profitability Company. Companies can by effective manage debt they for participate in produce profit. The size debt no as well as immediately reduce Profit Company or company cash position. Managed debt with good could produce more much money than spent for pay flower to creditor. Sector company trading capable manage asset fluent with efficient in utilise asset smoothly owned for Upgrade profitability company. Position liquidity something company is factor important in count payment dividend because Liquidity Company reflect availability of company funds for payment dividends that are not hindered by debt period short. With look variable corporate tax investors can take into account Profitability earned company. If Corporate Tax tall so resulting profitability company can go up or down, but in study this variable Corporate Tax no take effect to profitability company because enhancement tax from year to year no experience significant change as well as not yet maximum expansion of the existing tax base in Indonesia. Policy dividend no look big small tax paid company every year. But with look amount of tax paid could interpreted that company the capable pay tax to the country and existence cash availability for pay dividend to holder stock.

FINDING STUDY

In study this there are 4 accepted hypotheses. First one that is Policy Debt (DER) has an effect to Profitability (ROE). Study this in accordance with theory signal where could give signal that company sector trading capable manage by effective debt owned
company for follow as well as produce profit company. However no in accordance with Pecking Order Theory which mentions the more tall profitability company so level the debt will the more low because inside Pecking Order Theory order priority for activity funding company is more prioritize internal funding sources, especially formerly before using external funds that is debt. Second Liquidity (CR) has an effect to Profitability (ROE). Research results the in accordance with theory signal that gives signal positive to investors that company trading capable manage asset fluent with efficient and expected company could Keep going guard as well as Upgrade efficiency in utilization asset smoothly owned for Upgrade profitability company. Third Profitability (ROE) has an effect to Policy Dividend (DPR). Research results the in accordance with Signaling Theory and Bird in Hand Theory. Based on theory signal Profitability rated Becomes a signal for investors to evaluate that company own good performance and will share dividend because company get profit. Ability Company in get profitability could influence level payment dividends. With high profitability make company could share dividend to holder share because payment dividend only done if company get profit. Theory second that is Bird in Hand Theory (theory bird in hand) which says that investors will like with fixed income that is in the form of dividend than unpaid income certain as capital gains. Connection Among linear profit and dividend or each other relate because dividends given on the profit earned by the company can becomes ingredient consideration for manage investment. Fourth Liquidity (CR) has an effect to Policy Dividend (DPR). Position Liquidity Company is factor important in take into account distribution dividends. With look Current Ratio of the holders share can evaluate how far the company could give payback results in the form of dividend because company that can guard liquidity his finances have opportunity more big or availability of funds for share dividend because no burdened with obligation period in short.

Profitability could mediate influence policy debt, liquidity and corporate tax to policy dividends. Ability Company in get profitability could influence level payment dividends. With high profitability make company could share dividend to holder share because payment dividend only done if company get profit. Increase in debt can push company in payment dividend during the debt could give optimal profit and load flower can covered by the profits generated. Sector company trading capable manage asset fluent with efficient in utilise asset smoothly owned for Upgrade profitability company. Fourth Liquidity Company is factor important in take into account distribution dividend because with look liquidity company could look availability of Funds Company for share dividends that are not blocked with obligation period in short. With look Corporate Tax variable investors can take into account Profitability earned company. If Corporate Tax is high so resulting profitability company can go up or down. Policy dividend no look big small tax paid company every year. But with look amount of tax paid could interpreted that company the capable pay tax to the country and existence cash availability for pay dividend to holder stock .

CONCLUSION
Based on results data analysis and discussion that has been put forward could concluded as following: Variable Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax have an effect to Profitability by simultaneous. Variable Policy Debt take effect positive to Profitability. Variable Liquidity take effect positive to Profitability. Corporate Tax variable is not take effect to Profitability. Variable Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax have an effect to Policy Dividend by simultaneous. Variable Profitability take effect positive to Policy Dividends. Variable Policy Debt take effect negative to Policy Dividends. Variable Liquidity take effect negative to Policy Dividends. Variable Corporate Tax no take effect to Policy Dividends. Variable Profitability could mediate influence Policy Debt, Liquidity and Corporate Tax to Policy Dividends.

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation from results study is the first, for companies that want get capital from investors better company could show performance the best with results profit generated every period consistently increasing profit every period of course will make investors want embed capital in the company that. Based on results study proven that profitability take effect to policy dividends. This thing could concluded that company should could Upgrade profit so you can share dividend to investors and make investors interested for Keep going embed capital in the company sector trade. Second, for potential investors who will embed capital and investors who have embed capital in the company sector trading should notice variable Policy Debt, Liquidity and Profitability because proven take effect to policy dividends. Third, for researcher next expected could add more many variables that can be influence policy dividends, get add period study with more many again researched and expected year researcher next could add sample companies in various sector so that the research produced could more accurate the result.
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